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Be prepared.
Your lung cancer can
spread to your brain.
Rose, age 59, Texas

Smoking caused Rose’s lung cancer.
She had to move from the small town she
loved to get the treatment she needed,
including chemo, radiation and having part
of her lung removed. Recently, her
cancer spread to her brain. You can quit.

CALL 1-800-QUIT-NOW.

#CDCTips
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What bonds the queer community
together is the fact that we have had
to overcome many adversities in the
struggle to be fearlessly authentic.
Come out of the closet, challenge
the norm, be free, be proud, be
courageous. Don't wait for a seat at
the table, build your own table - just as
DTLA Proud has done.
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BOARD of DIRECTORS
OLIVER ALPUCHE . Founder, Board Member &
President

I am a true native to LA, born at White Memorial
Hospital in East LA and raised in Highland Park.
Los Angeles will always be home. Growing up
as the youngest of six boys was an interesting
experience. We were our own tribe, especially
since we were the only Belizeans in the
neighborhood. I have an identical twin who has
always been by my side and there for me. I am
also grateful for my older brother that came out before me. He truly
bared the brunt of the coming out experience and paved the way
for my twin and I to come out.
I ran my first marathon in 2005 for APLA just because I wanted to
do something different. Afterwards, I started working for Nike and
throwing community events. My mission was to create an authentic
running store by connecting with the community. I started a running
club at the LGBT youth center and a fitness Friday class at a local
elementary school. Also, we were able to throw free 1 ⁄2 marathons
and create training programs. My experience with Nike inspired
me to open up a gay bar in DTLA and help bring the community
together. I had lived in DTLA for 6 years and witnessed the growth
of the LGBTQ+ community. There was a lack of safe spaces for
people to meet motivated me to embark on journey to create one.
ERIC SOLIS . Co-Founder, Board Member &
Vice President

Going to college at USC in the early 2000’s, I
grew to love the architecture and urban vibe
of Downtown Los Angeles, but it wasn’t really
a destination back then. I’d go out to WeHo on
occasion with my college friends, but I always
craved something different and more authentic.
As warehouse parties became more popular
in Downtown and more artists and creative
people starting moving in, DTLA quickly became a new hotspot
for underground and off-the-radar queer parties like Shits n’
Giggles, Rhonda, Mustache Mondays, and Summertramp. It was
around the early 2010’s when I first moved to DTLA and began to
notice a full-fledged queer community starting to take root in the
neighborhood - gay couples holding hands while walking down
the street had become a very common sight. 2015 was the pivotal
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year when new gay bars Precinct, Redline, and Mattachine all
opened within months of each other, and LA had given birth to a
new gayborhood seemingly overnight. I soon befriended the bar
owners, and that’s how I first heard about the vision for an LGBTQ+
pride festival in DTLA. At the time I was volunteering for Night on
Broadway, one of LA’s largest free festivals, so I already had an
understanding of what it takes to put on a huge event and how to
bring communities together. Using my background in architectural
design and event planning, I stepped in to help produce the very
first DTLA Proud Festival and the rest, as they say, is history. It’s
hard to believe DTLA Proud Festival is already celebrating its 3rd
year! It’s been amazing to see the incredible growth of the festival,
the organization and the DTLA LGBTQ+ community first-hand over
the past few years. I feel so PROUD to be a part of it all, and I can’t
wait to see what the future holds for our blossoming gayborhood.
ANDRES RIGAL . Co-Founder, Board Member &
Creative Director

When I first created SummerTramp (many Suns
ago) the Downtown Los Angeles that we all
know now was still in its infancy. The year was
2010 and West Hollywood was the undisputed
center the LGBTQ universe. Other than a few
pioneering parties (thank you Shits n’ Giggles,
Rhonda and Mustache Mondays) the eastside et
al was relatively quiet, few and far in-between
for the queer community at large. Back then I was new to Queer
nightlife and I was surprised how divided the scene was. Westside
stayed west and Eastside stayed east - rarely did they mix. So when
I first started SummerTramp I made it my intention to program with
all sides of Los Angeles. A safe space that celebrates unity within
the community where EVERYONE can let their hair down, take their
clothes off, be themselves and ultimately raise their flag without
any judgment. It’s been over 8 years since I first slid down that
slide… During that time I’ve have had the pleasure of witnessing
what I feel has been a renaissance in the queer community with
Downtown L.A. leading the way. Never before have I felt a stronger
unification in the LGBTQ+ community than I do today and it makes
sense that we’re celebrating this unification in the flourishing heart
of Los Angeles. Just like SummerTramp, DTLA Proud is all-inclusive
accessible festival that represents the diverse LGBTQ+ population.
Ultimately both these gatherings share the same ethos, the same
intention of bringing people together in a celebration of love and
unity. While SummerTramp has always been anchored in providing
these sentiments to the community, DTLA Proud brings this about
on a grander scale, operating as a 100% non-profit with the sole
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intention of bringing awareness to and for our community in the
ever-growing landscape of DTLA.
MILTON SMITH . Board Member & Community
Director

After nearly 10 years of living my authentic
life while navigating adulthood as a black gay
man in New York City, I returned home to Los
Angeles hoping to find a large diverse LGBTQ+
community similar to the one I had left behind.
Not able to find such a community I began
volunteering my time to support the pre Prop
8 initiative Let California Ring as it worked to
ensure the right of all Californians to be able to marry whom they
love. While the loss at the ballot was extremely disappointing, it
ignited in me a greater sense of passion to advocate on behalf
of LGBTQ+ people. When I learned of the development of a new
organization representing the diverse population of LGBTQ+
people who live, work, and play downtown, I knew I had to be
involved. I’m proud to be a member of this community because our
resiliency and diversity helps in making the city a better place for
all.”
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ADVISORY BOARD
SPARK O’CONNELL
Having the opportunity to grow up in urban areas
such as Chicago, New Orleans, and Los Angeles
I naturally somehow ended up either living or
working in DTLA. I am here to assist in creating
an environment where everyone can not only be
accepted but understood, and the DTLA Proud
sets out to do the same..
OLIVIER LUCIANO
Olivier Luciano is the Chief Executive Officer of
Judder Digital, a marketing firm for conscious
artists and creators. He actively collaborates
on small business development and grant
applications with trusted partners. Olivier
identifies as a female-to-male transgender man.
He is the father to one son, Kellen and enjoys
sailing, acting, and travel as hobbies.
MICHAEL CHAVEZ
Michael is a proud DTLA resident of 5 years and
an Associate Director of Events & Sponsorships
for Equality California. Prior to joining Equality
California, he worked in development and events
for arts organizations around Los Angeles, most
recently serving as a member of the special
events team at LA Opera.
DIANNE TAYLOR
While working full time at Cal State University
Dianne is in her 3rd year of volunteering for
DTLA Proud. She also volunteers for various
organizations around the City of Los Angeles.
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MICHAIL TAKACH
Michail served 10 years as the Vice President
of Communications for Milwaukee Pride, and
10 years as a communications consultant
for Historic Milwaukee. Michail works as
a communications officer at VCA Animal
Hospitals, where he oversees PR, digital
marketing, social media and over 1,000
hospital websites. He’s also a freelance writer,
published author, curator for the Wisconsin
LGBTQ History Project, and volunteer for the ONE National Gay/
Lesbian Archives.
TERI KINNE
Teri Kinne is an award-wining event producer
who is passionate about celebration and
philanthropy and its place in community. She has
produced events in Los Angeles for seventeen
years as the in-house planner for some of the
finest cultural venues in the city including the
Walt Disney Concert Hall, the Dorothy Chandler
Pavilion, the J. Paul Getty Center and Villa. In
2011 she launched her own event production
group: Teri Kinne Events.
SCOTTIE MADDEN
Scottie Jeanette, born Scott James, didn’t make
it easy on herself. Like many late-stage trans
women, Scottie had made one helluva guy.
Everything in her life screamed "Alpha Male."
With over 30 years in television production, no
one knew that Scottie, a top survival showrunner
who had lead über-male productions into the
world’s most dangerous spots, was engaged in a
lifelong battle for her soul.
JULIAN MONTANEZ
Investment Information Writer at Capital Group
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TEAM PROUD
CHARLES OCHOA
Charles is a native to the suburbs of Los
Angeles. He is a graphic designer with an
undergraduate degree from California State
Polytechnic University, Pomona and now a
general manager for a production company
in South LA. Originally from Covina, he
moved to the city in 2016 to focus on the new
leadership role in his career. Since then he
started his own design business, and offers
his knowledge and experience to create innovative designs for
various platforms. He has attended the organizations festival since
its inception and reached out this year in hopes to help coordinate
another successful event with the PROUD team. In the past he has
partnered with local (non and LGBTQ) non-profits in the greater LA
area to assist with design, project coordination and custom build
outs for events. Aside from his passion for design, he is an avid
in[out]door cyclist, enthusiast of camping in all environments, and
enjoys attending as many cultural and social events in the greater
LA area.
DENNIS CAASI
Meet Dennis B. Caasi II, Development
Manager. Guam-born, Alaska-raised, Londoneducated, Morocco-cultured, and LA-made.
Spreading joy and reveling in life's gifts
are what drive Dennis to success. He has a
passion for celebrating the arts, cultivating
relationships, building communities and
bringing people together in Los Angeles and
around the world.
FR. DAN AE
A native New Yorker, I have been involved
in LGBTQ activism for many years in both
civic life and the church. In 1986 I founded
a feeding program for People with AIDS
in Greenwich Village at the height of the
epidemic and was active in LGBTQ political
organizations. Since then I have also worked
for greater inclusion of the LGBTQ community
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in the life of the Episcopal Church. I moved to Los Angeles, taking
a position as Dean of St. John’s Cathedral in DTLA in 2006, a
pioneering congregation for gay and lesbian equality since the
1970s. I have also worked on developing ceremonies for gay and
lesbian weddings in the Diocese of Los Angeles. I’ve been excited
by the increasing vibrancy of DTLA since moving to the area with
my spouse of 27 years, Walter. I’m encouraged about the prospect
of developing a creative meeting place for LGBTQ people here in
the heart of Los Angeles.
FRANKIE MARTINEZ
Frankie - COO of Humboldts Secret. A California
native with over 15 years of non-profit and
Community based events experience. You
can find him behind the scenes at some of
SoCal’s largest Prides including his home base,
San Diego Pride (@sandiegopride) Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/frankiejm Website:
fjmsolutions.com
JEREMY LUCIDO
Jeremy is an artist, photographer, and zine
publisher living and working in downtown Los
Angeles. Jeremy self-publishes, Starrfucker
Magazine, a black-and-white printed zine
featuring his provocative photography.
Influenced by his past work in the adult industry
as a director and photographer; his style is
raw, erotic, and personal. Over the last decade,
StarrfuckerMagazine.com has turned into a queer
art collective of sorts; featuring and promoting talented LGBTQ+
artists from all over the world. Jeremy is currently a regular face in
downtown's flourishing queer nightlife scene as both a promoter
and photographer. Some of his nightlife photography is showing
now on the patio walls of Precinct DTLA. His work is celebrated and
collected worldwide. His love for portrait photography is stronger
than ever, and he is currently available for portrait, event, erotic and
editorial photography at JeremyLucido.com
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JOHN C. LUCIDO
John Constantine Lucido began his career in
San Francisco as a web programer and graphic
designer. He worked with independent design
firms and was head of marketing and A&R for
the record label One Little Indian. In 2014 he
moved to DTLA and was immersed with other
queer businesses and performers that were
revitalizing the neighborhood. If you’ve been to
any of the queer spaces in DTLA, you’ve seen
his work. He is the go-to guy for event design, and is very proud
of his community and the queer renaissance in DTLA. He is also a
musician and performer known as The Hound. Out has called him
“one to know” and Billboard named his single Can’t Let You Go a
“hot blooded hit." For more information on The Hound, visit www.
thehoundmusic.com and ollow the Hound on IG at @thehound.
JUSTIN FLOREZ
Justin is a music artist based in Lincoln
Heights, CA, and residing at The Brewery Artist
Commune. Born in Twentynine Palms CA, but
raised in Albuquerque New Mexico, Justin found
his love for music at an early age thanks to his
single mother who had an ear for anything from
country to pop to rock n roll. He moved to Los
Angeles to attend Musicians Institute, where
he graduated from the Music Production and
DJ Performance program in 2017. Beyond his musical passion,
he also has an extensive background in political advocacy, and
has devoted the past 15 years of his life to being involved with,
and advancing protections of the LGBTQ community in California.
Working with notable LGBTQ non-profits and groups throughout
Los Angeles, Fresno, Bakersfield and Palm Springs brought him to
work side by side with equality pioneers like Dolores Huerta.
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MURIEL BERNARD
I'm Muriel, a Caribbean born, NYC raised and
now California living transplant! I love People,
Event planning and Designing! I believe in
creating delightful memories and being a part
of impactful events, from Non-Profit, Corporate
and Social functions. I have had the opportunity
to work for notable Entertainment landmarks
and Hospitality Hotels and venues, to coordinate
large group events, exhibitions or buyouts. In
addition, I have an entrepreneurial spirit with goals to produce and
design meaningful events and spaces that focuses on diversity,
inclusivity, and youth and economic development. My passion,
creativity, enthusiasm, detailed-oriented, reliable and personable
nature and more, is displayed in everything that I do! Hence, I am
excited to be a part of DTLA Proud to continue to make a difference
for the LGBTQIA community!
CASEY DADY
Consultant, Moon Rising Events
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HONOREES
CHARLIE RUIZ VAZQUEZ
(he/she/they) was born and raised in a lowincome family residing in Boyle Heights, CA.
Charlie began their community work in tenant
rights after high school. They shifted into health
education after a year, then immigration work
and youth development. Charlie never hesitated
to look at these issues and problems in an
LGBTQ+ lens and constantly advocated for
intersectionality when talking about health care,
immigration, and education. Charlie is currently working in cancer
research for LGBTQ+ people and hopes to continue to empower
LGBTQ+ people in immigrant and low-income families.
MADIN RAY LOPEZ
Madin Ray Lopez is the founder of ProjectQ. Born
and raised in Los Angeles, Madin began doing
hair in high school. ProjectQ is a passion Project
that is highly focused on creating a generation
of homeless queer youth that love themselves.
Madin purchased a vintage airstream trailer to
create a mobile self-esteem building hair salon.
They began volunteering at the LA LGBT youth
shelter on Highland since 2013, giving haircuts
to about 30 homeless youth a month. They have since taken
the “Hairstream” across the United States providing haircuts to
homeless LGBTQIA+ youth at various organizations. In 2018 they
opened the ProjectQ Salon & Community Center is the Chinatown
area of Los Angeles, California.
SABINE M. LOPEZ
Sabine Maxine Lopez is a multi-hyphenate
creative from Los Angeles, California. As a child,
Sabine exhibited a passion for the arts. Whether
it was dancing, singing, or acting she loved
expressing herself. As an adult, while working full
time she began to focus more on photography
and styling vintage clothes. In 2016, Sabine
began working with ProjectQ after leaving her
full-time job and wanting to pursue something
more fulfilling. Working with Madin to create such an important safe
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MISS SHALAE
Michell’e Michaels was born and raised in Oakland, California. As
a youth she was very active in the performing
arts and continued her involvement at Lincoln
High School, her alma mater. While at Lincoln
, she was apart of all dance clubs, drama club
and held student body postions for all for years
while starting a Black Student Union in 2003.
Ms. Michaels beliefs and values were shaped
by her personal experiences growing up as a
black queer being in a family and city that was
not excepting, thus making her resilient. Her
persons of influence include some of mankind
most renowned creatives such as Maya Angelou and Nina Simone.
Ms. Michaels states “What didn’t kill me made me stronger, my
life growing up was hell but it shaped me to be independent and
a self-motivator.” She emancipated herself at the age of 16, while
holding a job, graduated from school, and moved to Los Angeles 3
days later never to look back. Ms. Michaels is now the #1 Beyonce
impersonator in the world. Gaining recognition from Beyonce
and the world for her uncanny resemblance, dance moves, and
costumes. Driven to make history, she is and has been, a leader,
mentor, mother, entertainer, activist, philanthropist, and community
volunteer. Some of her strengths include Management, Production,
critical thinking and problem solving. Those skills weren’t acquired
at a college, she accredites the house and ballroom scene for
those life teachings she implements daily as the Legendary Overall
Mother of the house of Saint Laurent. With a vision of giving back
to the community, Ms. Michaels understands that love, education,
and wealth can equally coexist by creating a mission towards social
improvement. Some of her initial efforts have been demonstrated
with her volunteer work with organization to encourage peers
to get tested, know their status, and seek treatment. In addition
she has founded Glasswing Group, a non-profit organization that
focuses on the empowerment and self building of trans women
of color. Recognizing she has a platform she uses it to shed light
on issues that plague the trans community and while not just
preaching self-love but being an example of what it looks like.
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ABHORA
 therealabhora

Abhora’s mission is the bring
about the End Times of drag.
Abhora will stop at nothing
in their quest for power and
has no low it wont stoop to
get it. Winner of Alaska’s Drag
Queen of the Year Pageant
Competition Award Contest
Competition Fourth places
winner of Boulet Brother’s
Dragula.
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BIQTCH
PUDDIN’
 biqtchpuddin

Biqtch Puddin is one of the
ten contestants to compete
on the second season of The
Boulet Brothers' DRAGULA. At
the end of Episode 10, Biqtch
Pudding won the crown and
title of “America’s Next Drag
Supermonster.”
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BLACK GIRL
MAGIC
therealabhora
 therealabhora

“Black Girl Magic: Los Angeles”
stars hostess Lady Red Couture
of Netflix’s “Hey Queen!”
accompanied by chocolate and
caramel dyad Amber Crane
and Cameron Nico, burlesque
goddess Jessabelle Thunder,
a cadre of local talents, with
special superstar guest Jasmine
Masters of "RuPaul's Drag Race”
and fellow special guest, former
Miss Continental Plus Chevelle
Brooks. This tableau of drag,
queer, and trans artists storm the Precinct DTLA stage and
treat the audience to a rare and enlightening journey that
celebrates the strength, mystique, and fortitude of the black
femme experience. Featuring a variety of iconic visuals,
over the top performances, exciting music, live-singing,
comedy, lip-synch, celebrity impersonation, dancing, and
burlesque, "Black Girl Magic: LA" is the rollercoaster ride
that will make you wet your seat. DJ Johnny McGovern
of Netflix’s “Hey Queen!” spins a mix of soulful sounds of
yesteryear and hip-hop beats of today. (09/01/19, 11 pm)
Precinct DTLA 357 S Broadway, Los Angeles, CA 90013.
$10
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BRI GIGER
www.brigiger.com
 brigiger
 brigiger

Bri Giger is an actress,
comedian, & superwoman.
Catch her touring Nationally
her One Woman show in
2019 and premiering her new
cartoon on Adult Swim in the
Fall. For more of Bri check out
www.brigiger.com. Bri hates
bios but loves you!
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BUSTIÉ
 bustiemusic
 Bustielosangeles

Bustié is an electro-punk
project formed by primary
artist Pogo Pope. Heavily
influenced by 80's Freestyle
/ Electro and UK Punk, Bustié
craft a sound of socially
conscious dance music that
they coin as "Anarcho Body
Music." With lyrical content
not limited, but focused on the
struggles and needed rights
of : the LGBQT+ , people of
color, sex workers and those
with non-conforming gender
identities, Bustié are here to
shed light and give hope to
those in need.

CALYPSO
JETE
 CalypsoJete

Calypso Jete is one of LA's
premiere dancing queen, who
danced her way to the top. For
6 years, she's been slaying the
stage with her high energy and
her oh so sickening dips, winning
competition after competition
all the way to the top! Recently,
she was involved in an accident
that nearly ended her dancing
career, but she's back to show
that dedication and hard work can always keep your
dream alive. Yep, she's back and better than ever! She's a
staple in West Hollywood, performing weekly at the World
Famous Abbey, Flaming Saddles, Revolver, as well as other
prominent LGBTQ Nightclubs throughout California and
beyond. She's also an active member of the West Coast
Ballroom scene and gags the judges with her vogue and
make up skills in her Performance and Face categories. In
her time out of drag, she inspires young artists by teaching
dance at a local High School. She also gets involved with
many Non-Profit and Charitable Organizations like the
Men's Health Foundation, Reach LA, and more as a fierce
advocate for LGBTQ health, justice and rights. For more
information on how you can keep up with Calypso, follow
her on Instagram! @CalypsoJete
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CHEER LA
www.brigiger.com
 brigiger
 brigiger
 Bustielosangeles

Cheer Los Angeles was
originally conceived to provide
a philanthropic outlet for adult
men and women interested
in the sport of cheerleading.
CheerLA, along with other
community-based cheerleading
organizations, is an active group
of volunteers seeking to promote
awareness, spirit, and diversity
in the LGBTQIA+ community
through dynamic cheer, dance,
and stunt performances. We
celebrate, perform and raise
money for our chosen beneficiary at several pride events
throughout Southern California and out of state annually.
At each performance, CheerLA raises funds for a local
charity. We call this our Cheer for Life program. If you like
what you see and want to help out the community in a
philanthropic way, please donate a few bucks into our blue
spirit buckets or through Venmo (@cheer_los_angeles) and
Paypal (paypal.me/cheerlosangeles.) Through the generous
donations of spectators, we are able to raise money for
HIV/AIDS related charities. To date, Cheer Los Angeles has
raised close to a quarter of a million dollars.
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CONNOR
STREET
 iamconnorstreet
 iamconnorstreet

Connor Street is a pop recording
artist originally from Boston,
Massachusetts, who has been
making waves in the LGBTQ
community since 2011. With
his silky smooth vocals and
fiery dance moves, he began
captivating audiences at a very
young age. His career began
playing in local bars, clubs,
festivals and charity events,
along with posting cover songs
on YouTube. After his debut EP
“Love Like Me” was released
in 2016, he headlined Pride
stages around the country and
built connections with fans
globally. His latest single, “Too Fine” with rap artist Ryan
Duby, released in June 2019, created even more exciting
buzz around the world, and left fans eager for more. He
is currently writing his debut album that is set to release
in Spring 2020. Connor hopes to impact others and
change lives through his music by providing an authentic
experience for others to relate to. He welcomes all beings
to his tribe, the “Street Team,” and has always encouraged
others to live fearlessly, authentically, and lead with love.
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DERRICK
LEMOS
 derricklemos

Derrick Lemos is an activist,
comedian and writer in Los
Angeles. He has been published
in The Establishment and
Everyday Feminism and been
reblogged in The Huffington
Post. He has appeared on
the Stephanie Miller show,
performed in the LA Pride
Comedy Festival, The Bi-Arts
Festival, The Portland Queer
Comedy Festival and The
Cinderblock Comedy Festival
in New York. He runs a podcast
to talk about the intersections
of identity, sexuality and
conceptual masculinity called
"Mansplain yourself". He is
also active in social justice
movements through ICE out
of LA, LA for Choice, and
Lady Parts Justice and uses
his comedy to frame social
issues and push back against
establishments.
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DJ
ADDICTION
 roxwell_djaddiction

Raquel Hernandez, who is also
known as her DJ name “DJ
Addiction”, is a DJ by profession.
She was born April 8th, in Culver
City while she was raised in
South Bay, California.
Her music mix-ups are full of
different genres, you almost
never know what she plans on
spinning, she catches a vibe then takes off from there. DJ
Addiction enjoys getting responses from the crowd, she
picks up on energy and she definitely appreciates watching
the people go nuts over a song you haven’t heard since
your high school days. Her versatility showcases her ability
to read and satisfy the crowd. Her talent and knowledge in
all music genres has given DJ Addiction the platform to spin
at a variety of different events. Headlining in DTLA, hosting
Latin Nights at Redline, all girl event at a new venue at Falls
lounge Tribe Tuesdays, DTLA Proud and in 2018 doing a
Night on Broadway. She is very passionate and dedicated
towards her profession as a DJ and her wish is to continue it
by providing some marvelous soundtracks to her listeners.
All of her mixes can be found at
https://www.mixcloud.com/addxn/
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DJ JOSH
PEACE
 djjoshpeace

Josh Peace has been one of
queer L.A.'s most dedicated and
hard-working DJs for over 20
years. His unrelenting passion
for dance music has taken him
to multiple destinations around
the world and in 2007, Josh
along with partners Nacho Nava
and Danny Gonzalez, launched
Mustache Mondays, the
legendary first-of-its-kind weekly
dance party, which is widely
credited with kickstarting the
DTLA queer renaissance of the
late 00’s. Over the years, Josh
has risen to the top tier of indemand DJs by staying versatile
and knowing how to command
total control of a dancefloor
with his far-reaching, multidecade encompassing musical
repertoire. Having held multiple
residencies over the years in West Hollywood and DTLA,
including Mustache, Mr Black, Evita and Summertramp.
Josh is currently in his 3rd year as resident DJ for Redline
DTLA’s Throb Saturdays.
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DJ WILLYOUARENOT
 willyouarenot

Since 2013, DJ
WILLYOUARENOT has been a
part of the DTLA community of
queer people concerned with
changing LA's perspective on
nightlife and what it means
to be fearlessly authentic!
Currently he's advocating
for LANA (@la.nightallies)
through advancing the reach
of queer creatives in and out
of Los Angeles. You can catch
him holding DJ workshops,
community outreach meetings
for harm reduction trainings/
safe sex education and safety
of queer bodies, creating
resources for queer creatives
to find opportunities for work,
spinning at his bi-weekly
event TBA (@tba_la) and other
parties across the city!
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DYONISIO
 dyon_iso

Dyonisio is a Mexican singer
and songwriter living in LA. His
name comes from the Greek god
of wine, theater and pleasure
(his mom knew since birth
his future as performer). He
started writing songs at 16, and
participated at different talent
shows at 17. He became part of
his first music band at 20 called
“Aurazul”, they started touring
and performing In south Mexico,
but the band was dissolved after
the 1st single became a radio
success. Dyonisio started his
career as a solo artist in 2015,
performing regularly as resident
artist at “CasinoLife Mexico “
In 2017 he decided to expose
himself to bigger opportunities
at the city of Angels. Currently
he is producing his first studio album “One more night in
paradise “ which he plans to release by the end of 2019.
The album reflects his Latin heritage, the challenges he has
faced in a new country and how his love for music saved
him from a monotonous life.
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Eden Entertainment Group

CALI MILES
www.calimiles.com
 calimiles

Imagine having the night of your
life, filled with high energy music
like breakbeat, hip-hop, bass
house, and trap that keep the
crowd vibing all night - this kind
of night is every single moment
of a Cali Miles performance.
Originally making a name for
herself in the Cleveland Hip-Hop
scene in 2007, Cali Miles quickly
became a recognized Recording
Artist and Emcee. Having toured
the Midwest, opening up for
Bizzy Bone from Bone Thugs N
Harmony, as well as performing
at the Rock N Roll Hall of Fame,
she is a beast on the mic and
can work a crowd like no other.
Shifting her focus to DJ'ing in
2017, Cali has quickly become
one of L. A.'s most exciting DJ's
on the rise and plans to release
new music in fall of 2019. Check
out her Youtube channel 'Addicted To Love' focused on
empowerment, lifestyle, and success for LGBTQ+ youth.
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Eden Entertainment Group

DIIAMON’D
ROYALTY
 therealdiiamondroyalty
 Diiamondroyaltyfanpage

Diiamon’d Royalty is widely
known in the LGBTQ+
community for being a viral
YouTube sensation with the
ability to freestyle unforgettable
truth to her lyrics. Whether it’s
a small establishment or a big
stadium Diiamond Royalty can
fill an empty room. She has an
extremely unique style and her
music is very versatile having
music in all genres such as hip
hop, pop, R&B, and tropical
house . She is most-known for
her YouTube videos of Chris
Brown’s “Loyal” and Rich Homie
Quans “Type of Way” covers
bringing in over 1 million views
each. Every time she touches the
stage the crowd goes wild! Her
lyrics are touching and relatable
which always leaves the crowd
wanting more. Whether it’s 5 people or 5000 people she
will leave an impression that will last forever. Not only is
she a great artist and songwriter, but she’s a dynamite
entertainer.
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GABE GLASS
thegabeglass.com
 gabeglass

GABE GLASS uses a DarkPop/
Trap sound along with Soulful vocals and often intense
lyrical themes to tell stories and
express sentiments that allow
the listener to feel welcomed
and understood to the deepest
and dimmest part of themselves.
GABE GLASS is an artist with
an intent that includes and
reaches far beyond the goal
of entertaining. It is the goal
of GABE GLASS to ignite and encourage the ownership
and use of the listener or viewer’s personal power. Be it
political, economic, sexual, or spiritual; it is important to
GABE GLASS that he enlightens and empowers through his
music, performance, and visual art.
GABE GLASS admires the human condition in its many
forms and is intent on serving a diverse and boundless
community through diverse and boundless expressions
of his art! With a deeply held and nurtured belief in the
innate value of every life; it is Gabe’s hope and goal to see
the world changed and further connected for the better
through his creative causes and the creative causes of
those affected by his own.
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GIA BANKS
 gottalovegia

Gia Banks is a California born
transgender women. Celebrity
impersonators/illusionist. Yes
showgirl! Technically-trained
professional dancer, who has
studied with Lula Washington,
Alvin Alley, DanceTheatre
of Harlem, and Alonzo King
SF Linez company, as well
has taken the social media
scene by storm. Gia’s mission
is to promote equality,
ambition, and most of all;
Black Excellence. Gia is a
local activist for the LGBTQ
community in Los Angeles
and also has strong believes
in educating and creating
knowledge and awareness for
a better purpose.
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IMAN
listentoiman.com
 imanfeels

“To be black and gay (in
America)…I thought it would be
the death of me. Until I realized
it was my greatest gift. From
love to culture to confusion to
inspiration, being black and gay
have deepened me. They've
given me a new perspective
that’s worth sharing with the
world. Taught me that above
else…stay true. Because that’s
where your power is...and most
importantly, that’s where your
happiness is. Thanks for having
me DTLA Proud….I hope I make you proud!”
Iman has been heralded as one of the most talented Pop/
R&B songwriters in the industry. In August of 2013, Iman
released an EP entitled, ‘We’ve Met Before’, which peaked
at #3 on the iTunes R&B charts under his former artist
name, Mateo.
His upcoming deeply personal EP, which will be his first
official release under his birth name, tells the artists’ story
of self-love, acceptance, redemption, and transcendence.
And there is no doubt that, this is the beginning of this
eternally rising star.
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JOHNNY
ROSE
 club_hottie
 hit_parader

Born in Milwaukee Wisconsin,
now in LA, Cleonette Harris is
a Photographer, DJ and Night
life aficionado . Also known as
Johnny Rose, she is a leader
of LA Queer cult club night
‘Club Hottie a QTPOC Femme
empowerment club and Hit
Parader a Nu Metal / Hip Hop /
Alternative / pop punk Fashion
Drag Club . She is a fixture in
documenting and promoting
Queer culture between various
cities . In regards to her
Photography documentation
work carries and boasts an
abrasive, yet honest, clear and
straight forward approach.
The moment in question,
whether it comes out clean or
amorphus, Cleo truly shoots with
a reactionary finger capturing
the current scene in motion. As far as DJing is concerned
she has been going strong for over 12 years specializing in
various genres from Hip Hop , House , Disco , Goth Rock
you name she can mix it all.
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JUDAS JOE
MANSON
 judasjoemanson
 judas.manson

Closing the Proud Pride
festivities we have West
Coast's #1 Lady Gaga
Embodier, Judas Joe Manson)
brings you a Re-Creation of
Lady Gaga's new Las Vegas
show! Enigma will be on the
DTLA PROUD Main Stage
Baby! Featuring Dance Crew
(CALI X AURAS) Lead by
Joshua Speignier featuring
DarRand Hall, Tatianna
Sanchez, Deja Payton, Brittney
Harbin, Breyonna Harbin. You
can find Judas Joe Manson’s
Drag work on YouTube &
Instagram… She is Taking over
the Drag world… One city at a
Time!
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JUNE CLIVAS and
the

DITTY BOYS

JuneclivasandtheDittyboys.com
 JuneClivasandTheDittyBoys
 juneclivasandthedittyboys

We are June Clivas and the Ditty
Boys, based out of the heart of
Los Angeles. We are a five piece
band, June Clivas on vocals and
guitar, Manjo Martin on Banjo:
Zach Rabbit on Bass, Papa Brent
on Drums, Johnny Dynomite
on Lead guitar also featuring
our friend Joe Colvin from
Psychobilly band Patient Zero
subbing in on bass. We have
blended our love for Rock’n’roll
and that old Country western
sound familiar to ears, like in the
movies with Clint Eastwood such
as “The man with no name” as
well as other movies like “The
good, the bad, and the ugly. Bringing you not the average
country sound but the rebellious and familiar sounds of
Cowboy Western with harmonious vocals bringing you our
version of Outlaw country music that one would love to sing
and drink to.
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KEVIYON
www.Keviyon.com
 keviyon

Keviyon is an American
recording LGBTQ artist from
Los Angeles, CA. Raised in a
family of six; he developed his
passion for music at the tender
age of eight. Performing in
school showcases and singing in
church, Keviyon was determined
to make a name for himself in the
music industry. To date, Keviyon
has performed at some of the
largest Pride Music Festivals
such as Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Dallas, San Diego,
and Las Vegas Pride Festival.
Keviyon has also opened up
for popular artists such as,
Cardi B, Sevyn Streeter, and
Teyana Taylor. His recent album,
"Evolution" released February
2017 successful received over
60,000 streams and His muchanticipated Single, "Make That Money", released January
2018, received 100,000 music streams alone. Keviyon's
Debut EP "Weekend" is anticipated to be released in
September 2019.
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KORNBREAD
JETÉ
 kornbreadthesnack

Kornbread Jeté is a Local LA
Drag Queen who has taken
both West Hollywood and
DTLA by storm! With only a
Year and a Half under her
belt, Kornbread has created
more than 4 of her own shows,
hosted several brunches,
won numerous competitions
and even holds the SELF
PROCLAIMED title of Drags
#1 Competitive Eater! She is
the Sister to the LA dancing
queen Calypso which puts
her in the “On The Rise” drag
Haus of JETÉ! Kornbread is
beyond excited to be gracing
the DTLA Proud stage for the
2nd year in a row! IS YOU
HUNGRY?! CUZ BITCH IM
BAKED!
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LUNA
LOVEBAD
 lunalovebad

Luna's artistic formation has
been nurtured by the urban
culture and artistic world of Los
Angeles. She attended the Los
Angeles County High School
for the Arts on the campus of
Cal State LA for music where
she was a part of a vocal jazz
ensemble as well as a gospel
choir. Growing up her father was a DJ and she started
singing at a very young age. Working along with event
producers, local artists, and LGBTQ talent across the US
have not only made her gain a notorious name in the
LGBTQ alternative LA scene but also has made her an
important part of the current shape of that cultural scene.
Her singular style has made her a fashion social media
reference and has taken her overseas to collaborate with
international brands and act in music videos for artists like
Charli xcx, Anderson .Paak, and Halsey. Nevertheless she
uses her platform to advocate and raise awareness of social
issues related to the LGBTQ community. Born and raised
in Compton California where Luna's urban/R&B style took
its influence, she describes the music she writes and coproduces as "moody pop music with soulful harmonies" The
self-proclaimed Compton Princesa released her debut EP
"Lit Up" Spring of 2019.
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MADISON
ROSE
 iammadisonrose
 iammadisonrose

Madison Rose has slid down
a rainbow from an alternate
all femme universe to wake
everyone up to being fully
accepting of others, and most
importantly - themselves. The up
and coming singer/songwriter
introduced the world to her
rainbow realm in April 2018 with
her infectious debut, "DIAMONDS". Billboard Pride/Pop
swooped to premiere the music video and Madison quickly
gained attention from other outlets like IntoMore, Galore,
and Rap Radar amongst others. DIAMONDS landed on the
Spotify Editorial Playlist “Out Now” and the track has since
amassed over 1 million streams across all platforms. Her
splashy debut caught the attention of electronic producer
Kandy, and they set out to collaborate. Their track “Keeping
Secrets” released May 2019 (Thrive/Capitol Records) to rave
reviews. Within 24 hours of release the track hit Top 50 on
the iTunes Dance Charts.
"As an ally, my connection to the community runs deep. In
my youth, it was my LGBTQ+ family whom inspired me to
be the bravest, most self loving person - even in the face of
adversity. I am thrilled to return the energy!"
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MALCOLM
XTASY
 malcolm.xtasy
 malcolm.xtasy

Originally from the east
coast, Malcolm Xtasy moved
to California two years ago
to get a better tan and has
been Los Angeles’s favorite
f***boy ever since. A winner of
Exposure Drag’s Battle Royale
and only king in LA’s Haus
of Melanin, Malcolm is rude,
sexy, and makes the dudes at
The Hollywood Men look like
wusses--so come to his show for
a great time, but maybe don't
introduce him to your girlfriend
(unless you're into that). His high
energy, fun, often provocative
performances have brought
him to stages in London, Bristol,
Washington DC, and even all the
way in Long Beach. Malcolm’s
drag king show, Man Candy, is
every month at Faultine, coproduced with LA drag kings
Ennis FW, Klaus, and Tytus
Androgynous. You can catch Malcolm there, gogo-ing at
Redline, or in your sister’s DMs.
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MARIACHI ARCOIRIS
 mariachiarcoiris
 mariachiarcoiris
 MariachiArcoirisdeLosAngeles

Mariachi Arcoiris de Los Angeles, the world's first LGBTQ+
mariachi brings Mexican music and folklore to Southern
California and the rest of the world. A unique and dynamic
ensemble representing the traditions of a rich culture of
Mexico, this group was created as a haven for mariachi
musicians who identify as LGBTQ+ to come together and
perform traditional Mexican regional music in an otherwise
“machista” and discriminating subculture of the mariachi
world.
Led by director Carlos Samaniego, Mariachi Arcoiris de
Los Angeles performs its repertoire to suit the LGBTQ+
community while it maintains the highest level of musicality
and professionalism. Mariachi Arcoiris de Los Angeles is
proud to have Natalia Melendez as one of its members. She
is the first transgender woman in the history of mariachi
who performs as an active musician.
Mr. Samaniego and Ms. Melendez along with the rest of the
musicians of Mariachi Arcoiris de Los Angeles have created
history in being the first to establish a mariachi of its kind.
Mariachi Arcoiris de Los Angeles, el primer mariachi
LGBTT+ en el mundo trae la música y el folclor mexicano
al sur de California igual que al resto del mundo. Una
agrupación única y dinámica que representa las tradiciones
de una rica cultura de México, se fundó como un refugio
para los músicos de mariachi quienes se identifican como
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LGBTT+ para reunirse y presentar la música regional
mexicana en donde de otro modo se encontrarían dentro
del mundo discriminador y machista del mariachi.
Dirigido por Carlos Samaniego, el Mariachi Arcoiris de
Los Angeles presenta su repertorio para adaptarse a
la comunidad LGBTT+ y así mismo mantiene el nivel
más alto de profesionalismo y musicalidad. El Mariachi
Arcoiris de Los Angeles se enorgullece en tener Natalia
Meléndez como una de sus músicos. Ella es la primera
mujer transgénero en la historia del mariachi quien realiza
su labor como músico dentro del mariachi. Juntos con los
demás músicos del Mariachi Arcoiris de Los Angeles, el Sr.
Samaniego y la Srita. Meléndez han creado la historia en
establecer el primer mariachi de esta índole.
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MIKALAH
mikalahgordon.com
 MikalahGordon

Mikalah Gordon made her
entertainment debut as a Top
12 contestant on season 4 of
American Idol. Audiences fell
in love with her powerful voice
and unique stage presence, and
she’s been hitting all the right
notes ever since. Her run on Idol
earned her a record deal with
famed judge Randy Jackson on
Interscope Records, making her
a household name. In addition
to her vocal success, Mikalah
has made her mark on the LA
comedy scene with her edgy
stand up performances, headlining at The Comedy Store,
and The Laugh Factory. The spicy comedienne has starred
on the WB sitcom “Living with Fran”, with Fran Drescher, a
field correspondent for “The Tyra Banks Show” and “The TV
Guide Network”, and served as a co-host on “American Idol
Extra”. Mikalah has also proven a knack for the dramatic
starring on the CBS hit show “The Unit”. She was recently
a featured resident singer with Post Modern Jukebox in
Los Angeles, and now you can catch this soulful chanteuse
Wednesday-Saturday at The Cosmopolitan Of Las Vegas
Hotel’s Rose. Rabbit. Lie.
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MIMI
TEMPEST
 thegoddessmimi
 MimiTempestt

Mimi Tempestt is an artist,
writer, educator, and gradate
student who lives in both
Los Angles and Oakland,
California. Her works are aimed
at disrupting stereotypical
narratives around the image and
construction of black femmes
in media representations.
Her works are an authentic
expression of self and alludes
to the complexity of being black, queer, and femme while
navigating through the world at multiple intersections of
identity and society.
Her debut album, Rough Diamond is about the cyclical
nature of karmic energy, the value of self within patriarchal
structures (with intentions to break free of and breaking
down these structures), being a womanist, being a black
femme and navigating the vulnerability of pansexuality
within emotional relationships and in sexual encounters.
This album is also about reclaiming feminine rage as power,
and the reclamation of the fat black femme body and self
through the exploration of voice through affirmations and
incantations. Rough Diamond is symbolic of how Mimi
Tempestt sees themselves and others like her who identify
as black and queer.
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MISS
SHALAE
 Miss_Shalae

Ms. Michaels is the #1 Beyonce
impersonator in the world.
Gaining recognition from
Beyonce and the world for her
uncanny resemblance, dance
moves, and costumes. Driven
to make history, she is and
has been, a leader, mentor,
mother, entertainer, activist,
philanthropist, and community
volunteer. With a vision of giving
back to the community, Ms.
Michaels understands that love,
education, and wealth can equally coexist by creating a
mission towards social improvement. Some of her initial
efforts have been demonstrated with her volunteer work
with organization to encourage peers to get tested, know
their status, and seek treatment. In addition she has
founded Glasswing Group, a non-profit organization that
focuses on the empowerment and self building of trans
women of color. Recognizing she has a platform she uses it
to shed light on issues that plague the trans community and
while not just preaching self-love but being an example of
what it looks like.
@Miss_Shalae would like to leave you with her personal
philosophy. “Dare to Forgive, Dare to Love, Dare to Live.”
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MORGAN
“GOOD BOY”
 goodboymorgan

Goodboy is a true Angeleno
with boundless energy and
an iconic look you can’t miss.
GoodBoy is an pioneer in the
LA queer scene and pours her
heart into the community in
the most vivacious ways. She
is best known for cogrowing
several unique brands including BOY, Glow Boy, BoxOffice,
L Word Trivia Night, Milk Milk Lemonade, FunDip, PaJAMa,
Flaunt It, and many more creatively charged must-see
events. Outside of her own colorful brands, GoodBoy has
been showcased at Pride events all over the United States
and internationally including San Franscisco, Honolulu,
New York, Chicago, Austin, San Diego, and Los Angeles
and has been featured at Lezathlon, Dyke Day, Back Lot
Bash in Chicago, Summertramp, DTLA Proud, SF’s popular
Uhaul, and other solid queer centric brands. With her
passion for the LGBTQIA+ community, GoodBoy has been
an ambassador for This Free Life, and is an avid fundraiser
for multiple organizations including for the Downtown
Women’s Center, the LGBT LA Center, the AIDS Life Cycle,
and the Sunset Children’s Hospital. You can always count
on GoodBoy for strong leardership and innovative ideas.
You can find all of her events at "Goodboy's Party Line" on
Facebook.
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MORTASAY
 mortasay
 mortasay

MORTASAY is the eclectic indie
soul sound of married musicians
Vonyse Reeder and Amy Lou
Palmer. You can hear some of
Amy's percussion skills in the
track “Party Like a Rockstar.”
by Shane Hendrix featuring
Nicki Minaj. "Their music
reflects their musical roots,
their actionism, their spirituality,
and their lives as a married
couple. It’s a conversation, It’s
real, it’s raw...this is Mortasay.
We are unapologetically raw
and authentic in our fearless
delivery of our music. Seeking
to embrace our differences and
challenge the status quo, both
on and off stage. As a married
lesbian couple we are connected
to the community by default.
However, our music represents
our championing of healthy
loving relationships regardless of race, orientation or
gender. We strive to bring a vibration of diversity, inclusivity
and empowerment.
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MR CLIT
EASTWOOD
 mrcliteatswood

Clit Eatswood is a punk rock
party clown that’s taking LA
by storm from freak shows to
drag shows. He’s a sight you’ve
never witnessed before. This
creature is a jack of all trades,
he’s a painter, makeup artist,
fashion designer, prop maker,
drag performer, and producer
of multiple events here in Los
Angeles including Checkmate$
(A Drag show happening every
month at Redline bar in DTLA
that features a cast entirely
of Drag Kings.) Clit is also a
member of local live music/
drag collective (Queer as Punk)
and together coproduces IM//
Power, a drag show created to
provide a safe space for afab,
trans, non-binary, and female
identified performers in the drag
community. You can always find
Clit Eatswood lurking in DTLA
and find a smile on the face of
every person he meets.
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NOT the SPICE GIRLS
 rubellaspreads  pinchequeen
 the_red_dahlia  theebritneyshears
 valerievonboom

Zig- A - Zig- Ah! NOT The Spice Girls are SoCal’s spiciest
tribute Drag show! Featuring Rubella Spreads as Ginger,
Britney Shears as Baby, The Red Dahlia as Posh Valerie Von
Boom as Scary and Pinche Queen as Posh. The “girls” have
been bringing girl power to nightclubs and Pride events
all over Southern California since 2018, packing the house
every time. Bringing a blend of humor, choreography and
outright nostalgia every performance, these Drag Queens
are ready to take you to Spice World. If you’re a fan of one
the biggest selling girl groups of all time You definitely won’t
want to miss this. Like the Spice Girls “We welcome all
ages, all races, all gender identities, all countries of origin,
all sexual orientations, all religions and beliefs, all abilities.”
Although the Spice Girls (minus Victoria) wrapped up their
tour of the UK in June, NOT The Spice Girls are in Los
Angeles to Spice Up Your DTLA PROUD experience!
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ONGINA and
“NEW TO THE SCENE” QUEENS
 ongina

Ongina was selected as one
of nine contestants for the first
season of RuPaul's Drag Race
where she publicly shared
her HIV+ status. Coming out
about her status has helped
Ongina be an activist for
HIV and AIDS and currently
working with amFAR for the
Epic Voices Campaign to
help fight stigma, re-engage
conversations, and help find
a cure by 2030! Ongina also
hosts a competition at Redline
DTLA called “New To The
Scene” (formerly known as
‘New Queens’) to give new,
hopeful queens, kings and inbetween a stage to showcase
their talent and a chance to
win some amazing prizes!
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Barbra Wyre  barbrawyre
Barbra Wyre is a 23 year old Drag Queen from East Los
Angeles, CA. After winning the 1st season of New Queens,
Barbra has taken her art to the YouTube drag competition
show Camp Wannakiki where she battles it out in hopes
of becoming the ultimate Queen of Camp! Her style is a
versatile mix of theater, beauty, and sweat with a twist of
egotistical narcissism. You can catch Barbra turning it out in
monthly shows at Redline DTLA and all over SoCal!

Muñeca Serena  iam.birdshitv
Born & raised in East Hollywood, CA comes the Latina doll,
the body beautiful, baby.. Muñeca!! I’m 24 years old and
only 7 months old in drag! An all around performer that
loves to bring the ENERGY!

Infiniti Rose  callme.infiniti
She's funny, she can dance and yes she's trying to get in
your pants...

McDonatella  mcdonatella
McDonatella is the toe-tapping midwestern campy queen
you never knew you needed! She just celebrated her 1st
birthday along with winning Season 2 of Ongina’s New
Queens!

Birdshit  iam.birdshit
Born from the asshole of a fearless bird- Birdshit splatters
onto the earth in fashionable style! Stunting stupid and
acting silly, this dumb bitch is about to rock your city. So
hold on tight as she takes you on a bizarre, horror-glamfilled journey.
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PINCHE
QUEEN
 pinchequeen

Pinche Queen is a 25-Year old
Mexican-American Drag Queen
from DTLA. Originally born in
Phoenix, Arizona they moved
to Los Angeles shortly after
graduating high school and has
never looked back. Pinche first got
up into the gig in 2014. In 2016 she
had the unfortunate pleasure of
going home first on the hit show
DRAGULA, created by The Boulet
Brothers. From that moment on
, Pinche has worked her way up
the latter in the scene and has
become a notable performer and
host in the Downtown Community.
You can easily find Pinche Queen
at Precinct hosting pop up parties
and events and at Redline for
her newly successful show
“Pinche&Friends."
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PONY SWEAT
ponysweataerobics.com
 ponysweat

Pony Sweat is A Fiercely Non-Competitive, Radical Dance
Aerobics Celebration from Los Angeles. Music that's close
to the heart! A dance-fitness class that feels like dancing in
your bedroom. A simple yet challenging workout that is fun
and has FEELING! Come as YOU ARE, All Ways, ALWAYS!!!
SWEAT. GUTS. HEART.
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PROVVIDENZA
provvidenzac.com
 ProvvidenzaC

Provvidenza (they/them)
is a fat, queer, gender-ful,
multidisciplinary artist and
organizer living in Los Angeles.
Provvidenza's work centers on
the intersections of queerness,
gender, fat bodies, chronic
illness and the search for
emotional fullness. They also
create social justice curriculum
for Rock and Roll Camp for
Girls Los Angeles and organize the Los Angeles League of
Lady Arm Wrestlers. You can see them perform all across
Los Angeles and as the “drag hostexx with the mostest”
at Them Fatale, a drag king and genderfuckery show at
Redline. Imagine if a Tom of Finland leather daddy and
Dolly Parton had a baby, that’d be Provvidenza.
A quote on your connection to the LGBTQI+ community
and our theme, “Fearlessly Authentic: I once got called
a fag and a dyke in the same week, my answer to that is,
you’re not wrong! My queerness and connection to queer
community is deeply held and has easily formed me into
who I’ve become and am becoming. All of my discoveries in
life are attributed to the collective queer imagination, and
the tremendous support I’ve received to become the faggy
dykey trans fatty artist of my (and your) dreams.
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PANSY
CRAZE PEEPSHOW
the

The Pansy Craze Peepshow
is an LGBTQIA+ burlesque,
drag, and variety showcase.
We are fearlessly authentic
because we are about love,
art, and giving voice to new
and upcoming artists of all
identities as well as legendary
acts both. Recently, the show
and host Tito Bonito were
featured in the EPIX channel
docuseries Sex Life. To catch
us live, come out to Redline
in Downtown Los Angeles
every second Thursday of the
month!v
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PUSCIE JONES
REVIEW
the

thepusciejonesrevue.com
 brigiger

The Puscie Jones Revue is an
eclectic funk/soul collective
fronted by the massive ball of
energy, Puscie Jones himself,
and soulful powerhouse Baby
DynOmite. Bringing sexy,
sweaty, & hard-hitting punk-funk
to the people with tons of catchy
originals, a few pumped up
covers, and plenty of top-notch
jamming. The sound of The
Puscie Jones Revue is raw and
indulgent as well as sexy and
permissive. Their music gives
every audience the permission
for exploration and expression.
Known for their message of selflove, musicianship, and SoCal’s
craziest dance parties, they
regularly sell out Los Angeles
venues with their music and
movement. You can expect a high-energy, sexy, sweaty
and funky show in a nonjudgmental environment for you
to dance away any stress and dance in any curiosity. The
Puscie Jones Revue IS The Pursuit of the Uninhibited and
Stimulated Core Inside Everyone.
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PUTERIA
 puteria.dtla

Noche Latinx is entering its
third year of celebrating the
Latinx LGBTQI+ community,
culture and music in Downtown
Los Angeles (DTLA). Puteria
is filled with music by resident
DJ Ernie Vee, RuPaul Pit Crew
Alum – Shawn Morales, sexy
dancers, and drag performers.
You never know who you’ll be
bumping into on the dance floor.
We have partnered with many
Latinx LGBTQI+ organization,
including: Bienestar, The Wall
- Las Memorias Project, and
Fuerza Positiva –who promote
education, outreach and offer
aid to those in need. Our home
base is the Precinct, a sprawling,
multi-room nightclub, in the
queer center of DTLA. The
Precinct is also the home of the
Boulet Brother’s Queen Kong,
the international bear events –
MegaWoof and Bearracuda, and
LA’s staples You’ve Got Mail and the Sunday Bearbust.
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QUEER
AS PUNK
 queeraspunk

Queer As Punk is an art
collective made up of drag
performers, musicians, and
community leaders in the Los
Angeles queer nightlife scene.
QAP was created in response
to the lack of representation of
queer women, afab, non-binary,
and trans artists in the drag
community and has cultivated
a safe environment where
everyone, regardless of their
gender identity, has been able
to express themselves through
performance. Celebrating 3
years, QAP continues to create
a space where live music, drag,
art, and community meet to
form a unique environment.
All are welcome to continue
to challenge the adversities
that we as queer people face
in our own communities, while enjoying some of the best
entertainment the DTLA scene has to offer. You are able to
catch QAP monthly at The Virgil, and you are able to keep
up at @queeraspunk on all platforms.
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ROSE
GARCIA
 therealshotcalla

Rose Garcia was the inspiration
for Papi's character on the
original scripted series "The
L Word." When creator Ilene
Chaiken decided to green light
a Docu-series (reality) version
of her successful show she
looked to Rose and asked her to
participate. After a brief meeting
with casting, Rose was in, and it was showtime! Her stint
on the first season of The Real L Word catapulted her into
the spotlight. A real estate professional who juggled her
professional life, a traditional Puerto Rican Catholic family,
and her lesbian social life life made for great television.
There is a lot more to this born and raised in L.A. reality
star business woman than meets the eye. She is committed
to her family, her business (Garcia Real Estate Group), and
LGBT causes and awareness. With the show's exposure
came a responsibility as a Latina out lesbian to answer fan
responses and has even committed herself to calling her
followers to give advice and support. Rose has conducted
speaking engagements at many LGBTQ pride events,
universities, and continues to host events globally. She was
recently featured on Bravo's Million Dollar Listings L.A. ,
Newsweek, BuzzFeed, and most recently on HGTV's House
Hunters.
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SCOTTIE
MADDEN
 scottiejeanette

Scottie Jeanette, born Scott
James, didn’t make it easy
on herself. Like many latestage trans women, Scottie
had made one helluva
guy. Everything in her life
screamed "Alpha Male." With
over 30 years in television
production, no one knew
that Scottie, a top survival
showrunner who had lead
über-male productions into the
world’s most dangerous spots,
was engaged in a lifelong
battle for her soul.
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SISTER MANTOS
sistermantos.com  sistermantos
 sistermantos  sistermantos

When Sister Mantos takes the stage, their psychedelic
blend of LATIN BEATS, PUNK ATTITUDE, and FUNK
RHYTHMS invigorate the crowd to dance, sing and rejoice.
Sister Mantos sings songs in Spanish and English about
love, QUEER & POC empowerment, and utopias that are
free of war and oppression. Audiences are sent on a spaced
out psychedelic road trip and treated to mystical experience
of spastic dancing, bumping beats, and POSITIVE ENERGY.
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SISTERS of
PERPETUAL INDULGENCE
the

 LADragNuns

The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence are 40 years old and
still smell like kumquats and Pinesol. They continue to
raise funds for LGBTQ charities, and burn up the streets of
LA with combustible glitter in the name of LGBTQ Rights.
The Sisters have lectured at UCLA, Occidental, Loyaloa
Marymount, and Scripps. They have appeared on RuPaul's
Drag Race, KTLA Morning News at the Hollywood Bowl,
the LA Central Library, Highways Performance Space,
and sleazy downtown rat cellar gay clubs. They have
received honors from the LA City Council, Being alive, and
Christopher Street West. Most of them wash regularly. Their
mission is to make sure you know there is room in our world
for you to freely express yourself exactly as you are.
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STEVIEY
ADORE
 yadorestevie

Steviey Adore, the hottest
pop star in Los Angeles right
now, leading the pack with his
outreach in the community and
transcendent lyrics he has taking
the #inDependent artist scene
by storm. Recently he was voted
AMAAD Institutes MVP and is
now their brand ambassador, he
holds seat on many Community
Advisory Boards within the
LA LGBT Center, his goal in
community outreach is to feed
the children. His music is for the
people all people all genders
even non-bionary. It's great to
listen in the car, to pause an
argument for, even to share at
graduation.Pure pop, integrity
music. We are lucky to have
Steviey, because his story is
different than most. It builds
as we get to know him. We get
the chance to follow him day to day and figure out how he
grows as an artist and person. #InDependnt
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TRANS CHORUS
of LOS ANGELES
the

 brigiger

Founded in 2015, Trans Chorus of Los Angeles-TCLA
is making an impact in the choral world by using our
unique voices to be visible, bold and proud. TCLA is
the first all Trans-identified chorus in America. We are a
Chorus of transgender, gender non-conforming, gender
non-binary, gender fluid, and intersex individuals. We
celebrate diversity and acceptance in appearance and
vocal presentation so that others can see and feel the
joy we share. Through our music we bring to everyone,
awareness, understanding, power and victory for the Trans
community.
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THEM FATALE
 themfataledragkings
 themfatale

Them Fatale is a community driven drag king show that
celebrates all forms of gender expression from drag
kings to bio queens to every Them in between. We are a
collaboration of Queer and Non-Binary Artists from Los
Angeles, here to experiment, get political, and generally
make it weird with gender. Them Fatale started a year ago
as a one off fundraiser for AIDS/LifeCycle and has since
become a recurring drag king event by popular demand.
Our event donates funds to local LGBT organizations and
queer artists. From our 80s themed show to our Y2Gay
Edition, we are here to foster queer community and have
fun doing it!
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TONY SOTO
thetonysotoshow.com
 thetonysotoshow
 thetonysotoshow
 TonySotoDrag

Silver Lake icon, Tony Soto is
the best drag queen you've
never heard of. A lover of
shade, reading, and laughter,
this queen can be seen all over
Los Angeles giving audiences
a heaping helping of all three! If
drag isn't your thing, Tony Hosts
two weekly podcasts, The Tony
Soto Show, and The Gay Power
Half Hour. And if shrill voices
aren't your thing, then she's all
out of ideas.
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TRANS HOUR
of POWER

Trans* hour of power is a joyfilled celebration of love! Its
where desire, aligns with ones’
grandest dreams. Unbound
freedom and unlimited
possibilities, elevates and
liberates every soul and affirms
that every spirit is worthy to
live a bountiful life. We turn up
the volume on fun, releasing
ourselves from any vows we
have made in this life and past
lives. Acknowledging that our
innocence does not lie in our
sex organs; remembering that
we are children of the cosmos,
playful manifestation is key to
our success and achieving our
goals. Our purpose in this transformative hour is to be the
perfect givers and receivers of love, allowing our individual
gifts and talents to be a source of positive energy and
profound awareness. The performers being featured this
year are creative forces of nature, they are vessels in which
beauty, love and light shine through. All healing happens
at the level of the mind, healing is peace of mind.Lights!
Camera! Action! It’s SHOWTIME!!!!!!!!
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VANCIE VEGA
 vancievegan
 vancievega

This world renowned Dolly
Parton look-a-like captures the
hearts of America bringing the
ethereal spirit of the Country
legend to life. Garnering praise
from super fans, producers,
directors & relatives…Vancie IS
Dolly. “We have been blessed
to see Dolly Parton Perform
many times on stage throughout
the years. It is truly amazing
to watch Vancie become Dolly
before your very eyes. We
would recommend her show to
Dolly fans far & wide.’ ~ Dolly
documentary Producer/Directors
Garry & Larry Lane ‘I’ve seen
many Dolly tribute artist in my
life as you can imagine being a Parton myself, lol! I was
however completely blown away by Vancie Vega and that’s
the honest truth. I’ve known her for many years now, I have
had the privilege of meeting her and seeing her in person
several times and the dedication to the art of being a tribute
artist to my Aunt Dolly is nothing less than perfection.” –
Heidi Parton, singer, songwriter and neice of Dolly Parton
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VANDER
VON ODD
 vandervonodd

Vander Von Odd was born and
raised in a small, conservative
border town where her only
escape were her books and
the horror section of the video
rental store. Empowered by
anti-heroes, villains, witches
and monsters, she is most
inspired by the dichotomy in
these; good and evil, logic and
superstition, masculine and
feminine. Vander competed
in Season 1 of the Boulet
Brothers' DRAGULA, and was
crowned the World's First Drag
Supermonster.
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Z33R0
 iamz33ro
 iamz33ro
 iamz33ro

East Los Angeles based pop
artist and songwriter, Z33R0
(Pronounced “Zeero”), broke
into the music scene in early
2018 with their “witty” guitar
driven dance record “Alex
You’re A Whore.” A song that
shares insight into how young
people talk about sex among
their peers. Z33R0, the sexual
health educator turned pop star
uses humor to tell stories and
paint pictures with words in a
world where the most “politcally”
aware person will think it, but
Z33R0 will say it. Z33R0 is
currently working on his second
full length album, The Rudest
Thing, a musical rollercoaster of
emotions exploring the journey
of a young person as they
navigate life through an ever
changing social circle, as well
as looking to self define what it
means to Mexican-American in a
Trump era.
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THE ORIGINAL FAN COMPANY

EMBRACE IT. OWN IT. WEAR IT!
WWW.NOWWEARIT.COM | Instagram: @WearItApparel

STAGE

friday

STAGE

saturday

STAGE

sunday

ARTIST ALLEY
ANGIEMADEIT . Angela Steelman
BASURA . Salvador
CYBER FANTASY . Steve Hernandez
Cyber Fantasy is the digital consciousness of a repressed
mind. I started Cyber Fantasy as a way to visually express
and share my colorful ideas and feelings.
DEVINSDUDES . Devin Mireles
DURTY SOAP . Azar Mendoza
GAYRAGE SALE . Levi Packer

INFINITE BY VICTORIA . Victoria Barnettt
Infinite by Victoria was born through the journey of selfexploration. Creating jewelry began at the age of 10,
self-taught by a bead and wire craft book. Bracelets that
consisted of beads and wire blooming into each handed
crafted flower is what turned jewelry designing a passion.
Zoning out into the creative realm is a place that always has
the comfort of home. As years went on jewelry was a release
of self-expression. Infinite by Victoria was officially brought
to life as womanhood began to emerge and the feeling of
women empowerment was within oneself. We continue
to explore self-discovery through every obstacle brought
our way. Being infinite within one self and knowing you are
strong no matter what, is a message Infinite by Victoria
wants everyone to feel. Infinite Jewelry for the infinite
individual.
JEFFREY AVILES
JOE CORRAO
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THE MOON PUPPY PROJECT . Julie Toostie
Flip Sequin Flare for you...and your pets. Scarfs, Bandanas,
scrunchies and more. Homemade in LA. Fully lined with
metal snaps for multiple styles and fits. Created for both men
and women, and all sizes of animals. Reversible sequins and
fabric lets you choose your mood and amount of flare. Flip
sequins allow for multiple variations of color and expression.
Let's sparkle yall'!
KYLEANDREWART . Kyle Carbone
M e ART . Morris Eaddy
Using online social media as source material, MeArt
creates graphics mostly of the male (Daddy-next-door)
form. Influenced by a street art aesthetic, he accentuates
hands and point-of-view perspectives in everyday life.
From online to sketchbook, his illustrations result in screen
prints, stickers, stencils, wheat pastes and t-shirts. MeArt
started his business after attending a class at Art Center in
Pasadena. This class sparked his screen printing desire and
lead him to start drawing in a sketchbook almost daily. His
love of drawing his favorite subject matter, fuels his passion
to this day.
MENAGERIÉ INTIMATES . Roman Sipe
MENAGERIÉ Intimates is a premier online retailer of
men’s lingerie. We are is proud to present its collection
of intimates and formal loungewear exclusively for men.
Created to revolutionize how men feel about their intimate
apparel needs, MENAGERIÉ intends to change the way men
think about their underwear and how they look in them.
Established in 2014, MENAGERIÉ is a premier online retailer
of men’s intimates and loungewear that combines masculine
styles and fit with fabrics traditionally reserved only for
the most elegant ladies’ underwear. Providing a unique
collection of lingerie exclusively for men.
N&S HENNA CO. . Naomi R.

PEENS . Jonathan Torres
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QUEERDO . Kiki
QWEERTY GAMERS . Raymond Mandarino
Qweerty Gamers is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) with the goal of
integrating LGBTQ Gamers into the gamer community, to
provide the opportunity for local developers to reach out
to LGBTQ Gamers, and to provide programs & workshops
for upcoming and emerging careers and hobbies within the
industry.
TWISTEDEGOS . Shawn Roberts

MARKETPLACE
92 ELEMENTS . Edith Yaxley
to LGBTQ Gamers, and to provide programs & workshops
A LOVE BIZARRE . Nathan Rapport and Suzy Mae
A Love Bizarre is a queer-focused gallery and modern
metaphysical marketplace. A Love Bizarre began because
we both (@nathanrapportart and @suzy_mae) had a deep
desire to create a space in LA for community-building and
creativity. Nathan’s always wanted to run a queer-focused
gallery to offer a voice to marginalized points of view, and
Suzy’s always wanted to run a witch shop, supplying a space
for people to get deeply in touch with their intuition. Both
of us also love glitter, beautiful yet shocking things, and
outrageous humor— elements you’ll find in the shop! We
stock tools for rituals, crystals, books and zines to expand
your mind, burnables, wearables, fine art, prints, and more
goods for your home and altar. With A Love Bizarre (@
alovebizarrestore), we can make our voices heard, and
provide a space for LGBTQ folks and witches to find their
interests, their flair, and their people. We hold art openings
for queer artists, stock work by queer makers, and host
witchy and diverse events that help our community feel more
in touch with their creative humanity.
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BAIGNOIRE BAINE . Justin Schwartz
We are a small, local producer of Hemp-based CBD infused
bath and body products. Founded in 2018, we wanted to
create a more affordable alternative to the CBD products
we were using ourselves. Baignoire Herbaine CBD-infused
bath and body products are hand crafted in small batches
in Los Angeles, CA. Our Products are specially formulated
for total body relaxation and relief without any psychoactive
effects. Our full-spectrum whole plant CBD extract is derived
from industrial hemp and does not contain THC. We only
source the highest quality, natural ingredients available and
exercise fair purchasing practices. Baignoire Herbaine is
adamantly against animal testing, and all of our products
are 100% vegetarian. Experience the relief you deserve,
rejuvenate and relax your sore muscles with our luxurious
line of bath and body care products.
BLAQ COUTURE . Ebonie
Blaq Couture is a jewelry and accessory line. We offer a
variety of unique-fashion forward accessories from cool
sunnies to bow-ties for all people. We started Blaq Couture
out of our love for eye-catching accessories that allow us to
make a statement and we wanted to share that experience
with others.
ELEGANT MOVEMENT . Brittney Shaw
Elegant Movement was established to empower women to
embrace their beauty while living in their self totality. It is
the root of our being that we must recognize our exquisite
self and then so the external shall blossom. Celebrating
all women as they strive for their individual excellence.
Be bold. Be unencumbered. Created in 2018, Elegant
Movement began as a brand offering all women an elevated
glance through text, imagery and art to know how strong,
capable and important they are. We will continue to devote
to the elevation of her. Fashion allows us to express who we
are individually. But connecting modern trends to culture
to expression allows all to connect. Here is where we tie in
who she is, what she represents and who she is becoming
for all to rock and be the voice behind her.
HUNTEES . Viktor
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KINDA FIT KINDA FAT . Dean Tanglao
MAHILA . Little Indian
Mahila is a multipurpose conscious brand created by QPOC
Little Indian, an LA based DJ and queer event producer.
She first began wrapping crystals for fun with the intention
of generating mindfulness through free giveaways at her
shows. Her crystal designs gained traction on social media
and pop-up markets and thus launched the brand Mahila,
which means, “Female” in Hindi. She soon discovered that
the mining industry has a detrimental supply chain and
decided to use this brand to educate consumers and find
ethical suppliers of clear quartz and gold. Mahila designs
uses a portion of consciously mined Grade AA quartz
crystal and either recycled or trusted suppliers to minimize
environmental and social impact. Portions of the quartz
crystal necklace designs highlight specific natural geometric
formations that may be used metaphysically to promote the
power of self-healing through mindfulness, intention setting,
and meditation.
POCKET SQUARE CO . Rodolfo Ramirez
Pocket Square Clothing was established in 2011 as a men’s
accessory brand. With no formal fashion training, founders
Rodolfo and Andrew sought to create a lifestyle brand
beyond clothing. Starting with the bow tie, their collection
now features menswear staples, a plethora of accessories,
and Made to Measure suiting and shirting.
PRODUCT OF LA . Ernesto Baldonado
Product of LA is a shop where you can customize your own
apparel and footwear. It’s a space where up and coming
brands come to start their samples and product lines. It’s
also a space where people come together to think creatively.
A hub for creative minds and entrepreneurs and also a place
where you can get one of a kind apparel/footwear pieces
custom made just for you. Currently, we’ve created a retail
space where we host monthly Pop Up events for up and
coming brands. We wanted to create something special
for everyone – An actual retail space to hang product and
have access to mannequins and fixturing that you wouldn’t
normally see at an average pop up event where you’re
just given a table and a table cloth. We are also currently
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working on designing and creating merchandise for Product
of LA with inspiration behind the many areas, cultures, and
fashions of LA.
QUALITY MUTT COFFEE CART . Jeff Swarthout
Quality Mutt Coffee Cart has been helping to build
community since 2018. We are based in West Adam’s but
have enjoyed participating in events all around Los Angeles.
You may have seen us at Fruitcake Pop-up Pride edition
or Thursdays this summer at the Hollywood Night Market
@ Yamashiro. Wherever you find us, we will be serving up
warm hospitality and delicious drinks! We are super excited
to be a part of this year’s DTLA Proud Marketplace! Always
ESPRESSO YOURSELF!
ROUND2LA . Rocco and Bella
Round 2 LA was founded in 2010 as a vintage shop and
over the years we have evolved into the #1 LGBTQ shopping
destination in DTLA. We carry Street Chic Disco fits for every
style. We also have the largest curation of Queer Designer's
in the city! We bring the fierce to Downtown Los Angeles!
QUEEN OF ANGELS LA . James Campos
QUEEN OF ANGELS LA is a concept boutique created by
local Drag Artist Rude Garcia-Campos. Inspired by the Drag
aesthetic of their drag persona “Rudeness” aka the “Queen
of Angels”. QofA offers Drag & Beauty Makeup with A la
Carte Menu Pricing, Premium Lace front Wigs and, ”Queen
Size” heels. The boutique is carefully curated by Rude
featuring Fashions made by DragQueens for DragQueens
along with, accessories such as padding, hosiery & nails
by local queer entrepreneurs. The boutique also offers
Photo Studio Services for Glamour shots and photo shoots.
The space also acts as a Queer Community space for
RuPauls Drag Race & Pose viewing parties, Drag Shows,
Fashion Shows, & Fundraisers . QofA prides itself as A Safe
Space for Queer People of Color, their allies, and anyone
questioning or curious.
STUZO CLOTHING . Uzo
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STARRFUCKER MAGAZINE . Jeremy Lucido
DTLA resident and photographer, Jeremy Lucido is the
creator of Starrfucker Magazine, a modern-day queer
beefcake zine featuring his raw and erotic photographs.
As a fan of printed zines like Butt, Kink, and Physique
Pictorial- The desire to keep printed media alive appealed
to Jeremy, and in 2010 he launched Starrfucker Magazine.
The company continues to grow and expand with each
issue, and when looking to the future, Jeremy says he sees
StarrfuckerMagazine.com will evolve more as a queer artist
collective collaborating with and promoting queer artist from
all over the world
TEDDY BEAR USA . Michael Volkar
WERKING GURL . Rafael Frensley
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p e rs h i n g s q ua r e pa r k
The City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks,
Pershing Square and the Pershing Square Park Advisory Board are
proud to be co sponsors of this fun family event. PROUD highlights
the great work of the Downtown LBGTQ community but the event
is for everyone and helps build better community throughout the
entire south land. Congratulations on year three PROUD!

D2 o u rWo r ldClo t h i n g
JESSY & JOEY DOUR • RECYCLED AND VINTAGE CLOTHING
111 W. 7th Sreet, Los Angeles, CA 90014 R9
It makes me very proud that DTLA gay own businesses are
expanding in the Art and Fashion center of Los Angeles. We invite
everyone to feel safe and free to express their true self. I'm very
proud to say we're D2our here to stay.

Du tch Co u r age , I n c.
MATTAQUEEN BAR • BAR CONSULTANTS
I love that the DTLA LGBT residents and neighbors have formed a
community that supports and contributes to the people and places
around them. It is a creative force that helps to inspire and nurture
all Angelenos.

F r e n ch Ex i t & Ba r M e n age r i e
ANDRES RIGAL (OWNER) & DANIEL CAMERATA (OWNER)
QUEER BAR & PERFORMANCE VENUE
330 South Broadway, Los Angeles, CA, 90013
Bar Menagerie & French Exit are PROUD to join an already robust
community, and we all look forward to continue building and
elevating DTLA in what, I feel, is a defining moment in queer
downtown Los Angeles history.

t H E GLO B E t H E At R E
EVENT SPACE
740 S Broadway, Los Angeles, CA 90014
The Globe Theatre Downtown LA celebrates the diversity of the
culture in our city. We support the LGBTQ community on all levels
and DTLA Proud has the same philosophy. The DTLA Proudfest
Team has delivered a very well received event that is extremely
well organized and full of incredible entertainment, fantastic
vendors and considerations for a variety of interests. We salute you
and wish continued success for years to come.
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Gu i do i n L A
JASON & VICTOR PEREZ-GALLOWAY
RETAIL STORE
126 W 7th St, Los Angeles, CA 90014
In the two years since we've opened, we've gotten to know so
many people in the neighborhood and our shop has turned into
a place not just to buy fabulous vintage, but also a local hangout.
We're proud to be a place where the community can feel free to be
themselves and come talk to us anytime about anything.

t h e l as h
NIGHTCLUB & EVENT SPACE
117 WINSTON ST, LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
We are so blessed to be part of the DTLA community of artist,
socialites, designers and professionals. The creativity and
acceptance from all parts of DTLA (Bars, Clubs events ect) is what
makes it so special. Very happy to be part of PROUD.

t H E LO F t 8W S A LO N
JOSEPH HAYES
HAIRSALON
560 S. Main st. #8W LA 90013
I have been a resident and owned business in DTLA for 9 years
and have always been welcomed. Watching in particular the
LBGTQ community grow and become a beacon for other cities has
been amazing. Upon moving downtown the alternative and artist
communities were amazing in acceptance and inclusivity, now we
as LBGTQ+ have our own sense of community and presence and
that makes me very PROUD!

M I LK+t
BOBA BAR
310 E 2ND ST, LOS ANGELES, CA 90012
DTLA has been home to MILK+T as both a store and food truck
since 2015. We're incredibly proud of its open, diverse, and
supportive community!

T h e N ew Ja lis co Ba r
245 S MAIN ST, LOS ANGELES, CA 90012
We're proud of the very strong and united community.
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N i cke l Di n e r
MONICA & KRISTEN
RESTAURANT
524 S Main St, Los Angeles, CA 90013
The Nickel Diner has 10 PROUD years of feeding our DTLA
community that never ceases to amaze in it's strength and diversity.
As gay women we've worked hard to create an environment that's
welcoming and inclusive. No matter what color of the rainbow you
might be, a satiated belly speaks a universal language!

P LE AS E DO N O t E N t E R
NICOLAS LIEBERT & EMMANUEL RENOIRD
FASHION, ART AND DESIGN STORE
549 S Olive St, Los Angeles, CA 90013
Creative, urban and open-minded, DTLA brings an international
and positive vibe to the Los Angeles scene. We’re proud about
being part of DTLA’s community as queer entrepreneurs.

P O KE tO
DESIGN COLLECTIVE & RETAIL STORE FRONT
374 E. 2nd St LA, 90012 & Poketo Project Space @ ROW 777
S. Alameda St #174, LA 90021
Los Angeles continues to engage with the public through art,
music and performance, providing safe spaces for people of all
backgrounds, especially the LGBTQ+ community. We are inspired
by our community to do more, be better, and help contribute to the
growing need for places where makers & artists can share what
they love to do with the public.

P R ECI N C t
BAR + NIGHTCLUB
357 S.Broadway
There is a real sense of family among the people who live here in
DTLA and celebrate together. It is such a great place for artists to
thrive and share. We are so happy to be a part of the canvas for this
much creativity.
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Q u e e n o f A n ge ls L A
RUDE-NESS, OWNER
DRAG SHOP + MAKE-UP STUDIO + PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO
840 Santee St Suite 106 Los Angeles CA, 90057
After 20+ years as a Drag Queen in LA nightlife, it is empowering to
have seen the growth of the DTLA community in the past decade.
I am ready to share my vision for the Safe Space that I dreamt of as
a confused Queer LatinX kid who grew up poor. Here is to all the
dreamers and hustlers ready to quit...Don’t! Keep at it! We need
more Queer businesses for POC , Gay , and Queer youth. Create
your own opportunities for not only yourself but for your families
both blood and chosen.

R e dli n e
OLIVER ALPUCHE
BAR
131 E 6th St. Los Angeles, CA 90014
Eat. Drink. Dance. Located in the heart of DTLA, Redline is one of
the newest gay bars to hit the scene. We offer an amazing happy
hour from 5p-8p during the week and a full dinner menu with craft
cocktails. If you're looking to dance your ass off, we've got you
covered! Redline transforms into a full on dance party at night!
Follow us on social media @RedlineDTLA for all the up-to-date info.

Ro u n d2 L A
ROCCO ESPINOZA
BOUTIQUE
605 S Los Angeles St Los Angeles, CA 90014
I'm so proud that we the lgbtq community has a home in DTLA. We
don't have to leave downtown LA anymore when we have shops,
bars, clubs who cater to the gay community is something we have
been trying to accomplish for years now and it's finally happened.
So Proud.

S o n o r atow n
JENNIFER FELTHAM & TEODORO DIAZ
RESTAURANT
208 E 8th St, Los Angeles, CA 90014
In the face of adversity and struggle we refuse to give up! Our
community is vibrant, dynamic and powerful due in large part to
our inclusive attitude and constant adaptability. We are human, we
make mistakes, but we continue to learn and correct ourselves. We
keep moving forward. Teo and I are so happy to be a part of the
indomitable vitality and pure energy that you find on every corner
here in the heart of Los Angeles.
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WE ARE COMMITTED TO CELEBRATING EVERYONE’S STORY, SPREADING
OPTIMISM, GROWING OUR COMMUNITY AND EXPANDING OUR
DEFINITION OF DIVERSITY.
Our Community Center will offer:

DTLA PROUD CAFE
Safe space for all-ages inspired by LGBTQ+ coffee houses like
Cuties in East Hollywood. The cafe features a transitional youth
job training program and queer library that showcases LGBTQ+
author’s impact in the literary world. Community partners help
program the space with queer authors and artists, open mic nights
and a myriad of diverse events.
LGBTQ+ SERVICES

Outpost for service providers

•

Counseling

•

Testing

•

Financial Advisers

•

Career Consulting

Mental Health and Substance Abuse

NON-PROFIT INCUBATOR
20 co-working office spaces are provided to LGBTQ+ non-profit
start ups (i.e., We Work with a queer focus). Two year leases include
shared administrative services and access to networks that help
non-profits thrive. The incubator is designed to support niche nonprofits that provide services not readily available to the the LGBTQ+
community.
CONFERENCE ROOM AND THEATER (150-300 capacity)
Queer artists performances, TED talk style conferences on LGBTQ+
issues and benefit concerts are some of the diverse programs offered.
COMMUNITY ROOM AND ARTIST STUDIOS
Flexible term rooms and studios available to artists and groups at a
minimal cost. Programming partners offer social experiences such
as queer salsa dancing, writing workshops, fitness classes and
other activities that bring the community together through shared
passions.
SPECIAL EVENT VENUE
Rooftop event space where non-profit’s host fundraisers and other
development activities.
DROP IN CENTER
Walk-in informational space with advisors to help people discover
services offered in Los Angeles.

760-318-YOLK (9655)
BROKEN YOLK CAFE
262 S. Palm Canyon Drive

S
ALWAYH
FRES

7AM-2PM • MON-FRI
7AM-3PM • SAT-SUN

DINE IN • TAKE OUT • CATERING • PRIVATE ROOM

THEBROKENYOLKCAFE.COM

BARS, RESORT HOTEL &
RESTAURANT


The Roost
68718 E Palm Canyon Drive
Cathedral City, (760) 507-8495

 The Runway

68300 Gay Resort Drive, Cathedral City
at CCBC Resort Hotel - Dining, Drinks & Drag

 AMP Sports Bar

 CCBC Resort Hotel

 Trunks Bar

Barracks
 The
67625 E Palm Canyon Drive

68718 E Palm Canyon Dr Ste 201
Cathedral City, (760) 699-7090
36737 Cathedral Canyon
Cathedral City, (760) 321-0031

68300 Gay Resort Drive
Cathedral City, (760) 238-9523

Cathedral City, (760) 321-9688

 Studio One11
Palm
Springs

E Palm

Canyo

Melrose Dr

 

n Dr






Cathedral Canyon Dr

67555 E Palm Canyon Drive
Cathedral City, (760) 328-2900




Rancho
Mirage

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

For current Events, Programs and Boot Camp classes.
Check out our Facebook page: acebook.com/AvatarclubLA
-- Since 1983. Our Mission has been:

"Providing leadership in education,
health and safety by facilitating
strategic collaborations and
developing outreach programs to
allow individuals to explore
alternative expressions of sexuality
in a safe environment."

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR
SPONSORS

City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks

PERSHING SQUARE

FRIDAY AUGUST 23

4PM – 10PM . FREE DAY . ALL AGES . ALCOHOL FREE

SATURDAY & SUNDAY AUGUST 24-25
12PM – 10PM . 21+

Visit qlifemedia.com/pride for a list of Pride events around the world.

Pick Up Your Copy Of QLife or Text FIREISLAND to 855-823-9227 for uncensored photos!

fearlessly
fearlessly
fearlessly
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